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Proton irradiation of the CIS115 for the JUICE mission
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M. Leesea
a
Centre for Electronic Imaging, Department of Physical Sciences, Open University, Milton Keynes,
MK76AA, UK.
ABSTRACT
The CIS115 is one of the latest CMOS Imaging Sensors designed by e2v technologies, with 1504x2000 pixels on a 7 µm
pitch. Each pixel in the array is a pinned photodiode with a 4T architecture, achieving an average dark current of
22 electrons pixel-1 s-1 at 21°C measured in a front-faced device. The sensor aims for high optical sensitivity by utilising
e2v’s back-thinning and processing capabilities, providing a sensitive silicon thickness approximately 9 µm to 12 µm
thick with a tuned anti-reflective coating.
The sensor operates in a rolling shutter mode incorporating reset level subtraction resulting in a mean pixel readout noise
of 4.25 electrons rms. The full well has been measured to be 34000 electrons in a previous study, resulting in a dynamic
range of up to 8000. These performance characteristics have led to the CIS115 being chosen for JANUS, the highresolution and wide-angle optical camera on the JUpiter ICy moon Explorer (JUICE).
The three year science phase of JUICE is in the harsh radiation environment of the Jovian magnetosphere, primarily
studying Jupiter and its icy moons. Analysis of the expected radiation environment and shielding levels from the
spacecraft and instrument design predict the End Of Life (EOL) displacement and ionising damage for the CIS115 to be
equivalent to 1010 10 MeV protons cm-2 and 100 krad(Si) respectively. Dark current and image lag characterisation
results following initial proton irradiations are presented, detailing the initial phase of space qualification of the CIS115.
Results are compared to the pre-irradiation performance and the instrument specifications and further qualification plans
are outlined.
Keywords: CMOS APS, JANUS, CIS115, Dark current, displacement damage.

1. INTRODUCTION
JUICE is a spacecraft destined for Jupiter, with an expected cruise phase of 8 years and a science observation lifetime in
the Jovian environment of 3 years [1]. One instrument on JUICE is an optical camera called JANUS with a field of view
(FOV) of 1.72x1.29 degrees and resolution up to 15 µrad pixel-1 [2]. When JUICE becomes the first spacecraft to orbit
the moon of a gas giant, JANUS will undertake a detailed survey of Ganymede. In other observation stages of its
mission, JANUS will map the surfaces of Europa and Callisto, observe the occurrence of lightning and cloud structures
in Jupiter’s atmosphere and perform photometry of other satellites in the Jovian system.
The JANUS camera uses a three-mirror anastigmat optical design [3] coupled with a Complementary Metal-OxideSemiconductor (CMOS) Active Pixel Sensor (APS), to achieve a FOV equivalent to 3.00 × 2.25 m2 and a resolution
equivalent to 1.5 mm pixel-1 from an observation distance of 100 m. At the closest approaches during its orbit of
Ganymede (500 km), this resolution is equivalent to approximately 7.5 m pixel-1, which is suitable for targeted
observations of selected surface features. During higher orbits the ground sampling distance will be increased, and the
trade-off of coverage with data volume and downlink rate capabilities is expected to require the use of pixel-binning for
the majority of mapping that will inherently degrade the resolution.
The CMOS APS selected for JANUS is the CIS115, which was designed by e2v technologies plc following proton and
gamma irradiation campaigns of a test-chip with similar architecture, the CIS107. The readout architecture and a
Beginning Of Life (BOL) electro-optic performance study of a front-faced sensor has been reported previously [4],
including readout noise and iron-55 calibration. A back-thinned CIS115 with e2v’s multi-layer astronomy anti-reflection
coating has been specified for the flight sensor in JANUS’ focal plane to improve quantum efficiency in the range of
400 nm to 900 nm. A selection of the first characterisation results from a back-illuminated CIS115, the CIS115-14901-413E (#4-13E from here-on) are presented here. During its exposure to the space environment in cruise and observation
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phases the CIS115 on JANUS’s focal plane will be bombarded by the local environment of cosmic and solar rays and
particles trapped in the Jovian magnetosphere. To qualify the sensor and characterise its expected performance
throughout the mission, an in-depth characterisation campaign for CIS115s is planned. A proton irradiation campaign
has been conducted on a single CIS115 (#4-13E) to help prepare for the future campaigns as a commissioning step for
characterisation tests and equipment, and to give an early indicator of performance or possible problems.

2. PROTON IRRADIATION OF THE CIS115
#4-13E was irradiated at the Proton Irradiation Facility [5] (PIF) at the Paul Scherrer Institute in Switzerland in April
2015. 2.09 × 1010 74 MeV protons cm-2 were directly incident on the sensor from the PIF, at an average flux of
2.15 × 107 protons cm-2 s-1 (taking 972 seconds). The fluence was selected to be the Non-Ionising Energy Loss equivalent
to 1 × 1010 10 MeV protons cm-2, which is the expected End of Life (EOL) proton fluence for the JANUS sensor after the
environment and shielding is taken into account. For the irradiation, the #4-13E was held at room temperature and
pressure with its connection pins shorted in anti-static conductive foam (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The CIS115-14901-4-13E held in its mounting jig in the PIF with its temporary cover glass removed. When the
beam is on, the protons are incident onto the detector from the foreground on the right-hand side, where the copper
attenuators are currently seen (proton beam is off).

3. DISPLACEMENT DAMAGE EFFECTS MEASURED IN THE CIS115
3.1 Experimental setup
A CMOS characterisation test bench has been set up at the Centre for Electronic Imaging to test the CIS115s before and
after irradiations. The CIS115 is driven by a CMOS Camera System supplied by XCAM Ltd. [6]. The CIS115 is situated
in a stack of PCBs where clock and bias signals are generated and 16-bit analogue to digital conversion of the output
signals occurs. Communication with the PCB stack occurs via fibre optic cable to a control box, which also supplies
power to the stack.
For testing, the CIS115 is held in vacuum and is cooled using a PCC Cryotiger via a copper cold finger applied to the
reverse of the sensor ceramic package. The temperature of the ceramic package is stabilised with a resistive heating
element to a range between -55˚C and -45˚C when the Cryotiger is running, and from 30˚C to above 40˚C when the
vacuum chamber is at room temperature. A window on the chamber allows ex vacuo optics to generate a flat field on the
sensor; the illumination from a red LED is used for the lag measurements in Section 3.3.
3.2 Dark current
High energy protons incident on the silicon detector are expected to cause displacement damage in the form of lattice
defects that can act as traps for electrons mid-way between the conduction and valence bands, leading to increased dark
signal generation. Dark current has been measured by exposing the detector to darkness for integration times between
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0.1 s and 60 s. Sufficient statistics
s
are obtained
o
by reecording 10 im
mages at eachh integration time, where the
t integrationn
times are in a random ordeer. The signal of each pixell is averaged across
a
the 10 images
i
and thhe dark curren
nt is calculatedd
from the graddient of a lineaar fit of the siggnal versus inntegration timee relationship on a pixel by pixel basis.
The pixel-byy-pixel dark current
c
map for
f 30˚C is shhown in Figu
ure 2, where are pattern ddue to the raastering of thee
annealing laser used duringg back surfacee passivation can
c be observ
ved. Cosmetic defects with eextremely hig
gh dark currennt
(defined heree as >1000 eleectrons s-1 at 20˚C) appearr as blobs cov
vering in the order
o
of 100 ppixels in the map since thee
signal from thhe defect bloooms into adjaccent pixels in #4-13E, affeccting their meaasurement. Laater revisions of the CIS1155
have an anti--blooming prooperty, limitinng the image area affected by either a pixel
p
with high dark curren
nt or high-fluxx
sources withiin the FOV.

Figure 2. A diagonal non--uniformity iss shown in thee pixel-by-pixeel map of the dark current aacross the CIS
S115 at 30˚C,
caused by manufacturing
m
g processes onn the sensor’s back surface. Black spots indicate
i
regionns of extremelly high dark
current, each caused by a siingle pixel blo
ooming into adjacent
a
pixelss.
The distributiion of dark cuurrent across the array for a range of temperatures abbove room tem
mperature, beefore and afterr
irradiation is displayed in Figure 3. Most pixels meassured a similaar backgroundd dark currentt generation att BOL, shownn
by the tall annd narrow peaak at each tem
mperature. A small
s
proportiion of pixels measured
m
a daark signal lev
vel higher thann
background – when the daark signal of each
e
pixel is extrapolated
e
down
d
to 20˚C, 0.47% of pixxels are defineed as cosmeticc
defects with > 1000 electroons s-1. The geeneration of laattice defects from proton interactions
i
iss understood to be the causee
of increased dark current in most pixells post-irradiaation. The darrk current speectrum is wideer and a greaater number of
pixels measured up to 104 electrons s-1. The fall-off at signal leveels above this is due to limiitations in thee experimentaal
method – shoorter integratioon times must be used to accurately meassure pixels witth extremely hhigh dark currrent.
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Figure 3. Hisstogram of thee pixel by pixeel dark currentt generation for
fo the CIS1155-14901-4-13E
E pre and postt irradiation att
a range of warm
w
temperaatures. Post-irrradiation distrributions (marrked with a * in the legend)) shows a geneeral trend of
increased dark
d
current, as
a expected.
The readout noise
n
should be
b less than 8 electrons rm
ms. for the majority of pixels in the CIS115 in JANUS
S, and the darkk
current should not contribuute a significaant amount to the overall no
oise of the pixxel. Therefore,, the dark currrent shot noisee
should be lesss than this 8 electrons rm
ms. (a magnituude of 64 elecctrons pixel-1),
) as an absollute maximum
m to limit anyy
degradation to
t the image signal to noisee. Integration times
t
during the
t mission will
w be in the raange of approximately 1 mss
for close fly-bby observatioons to 10 s forr photometry measurements
m
s of Jovian obbjects. The lonnger integratio
on time allowss
a dark currennt limit (DC limit) to be set at less than 6.4 electro
ons pixel-1 s-1. More detaileed instrumentt performancee
analysis will be applied in the future, buut this first-casse DC limit alllows initial boounds on the ssensor to be seet.
The DC limitt is shown relative to the beehavior of thee sensor dark current with temperature
t
inn Figure 4. Th
he exponentiaal
trend of the dark
d
current iss indicated by linear fits in the log scale. The dark currrent of the meedian pixel is below the DC
C
limit at the planned
p
operaating regime of the CIS1115 in JANUS
S (-50±5˚C), both before aand following
g EOL protonn
irradiation, demonstrating
d
g that the daark current will
w be sufficiently suppreessed during operation. In
n the JANUS
S
specification,, bright pixel defects are deefined as exhiibiting a dark current greateer than 1000 eelectrons pixeel-1 s-1 at 20˚C
C.
Using the poost-irradiation trend line, suuch a pixel will have a darrk current of 0.269 electronns pixel-1 s-1 at
a the warmest
expected operational temperature of -455˚C, which is significantly below
b
the DC
C limit. Workiing back from
m the DC limitt,
a bright pixell defect with greater
g
than 7300 electrons pixel-1 s-1 at 20˚C
2
is expeccted to exhibitt a dark curren
nt greater thann
the DC limit at -45˚C.
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Figure 4. Thee relationship of the mediann pixel dark cuurrent with tem
mperature shoows the expeccted exponentiial decrease att
colder temperratures. At tem
mperatures below -40˚C thee average dark
k current is noot measurable with the appliied integrationn
times but it increases to measurable
m
levvels followingg irradiation. The
T point at which
w
the dark current is welll suppressed
for JANUS,, the DC limitt, is shown by the horizontaal dotted line.
3.3 Image laag
Image lag is where
w
some signal generateed during the period of onee integration tiime is not com
mpletely read out during thee
next readout sequence, butt ‘lags’ behindd to be read ouut in a subsequ
uent frame. Im
mage lag can inntroduce ghossting artefactss,
where bright features from
m previous expposures appeaar in a later im
mage, possiblly masking feeatures in the latest imagess,
reducing the signal to noisee and compliccating interpreetation of imag
ges.
The followinng test proceddure has been implementedd to measure the lag perforrmance of thee CIS115. Teen consecutivee
images are captured
c
with the sensor, where
w
each image is precceded with ann integration time. During the first fivee
integration tiimes, the sensor is illuminnated by a flat field and the
t illuminatiion is switcheed off during
g the last fivee
integration tim
mes (Figure 5).
5 The integrration time is varied to adju
ust the signal level, which is measured using the first
five images. The image lagg is measuredd by averagingg the signal in
n the sixth im
mage: whilst a small amount of image lagg
may be present in the subseequent imagess, this methodd improves thee signal to noise of the meassurement.
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Figure 5. An example set of 10 images recorded as part of the lag testing procedure are all shown at the same colour
scale. Image lag is visibly present in image 6, where charge from the previous image is not completely read out.
In 4T CMOS APS, the cause of image lag is incomplete transfer of charge from the photodiode into the sensing node
[reference]. One method of varying the transfer efficiency is to adjust the duration that the transfer gate is held at a high
potential, τTG. Figure 6 displays the lag performance versus signal level for a range of τTG, which shows that the image
lag is degraded following EOL proton irradiation but the image lag remains well below 2.5% for most of the signal range
measured.
Two regimes of lag behavior are observed, separated by a ‘knee-point’ at a signal level of approximately
10000 electrons. The position of the knee-point was hypothesized to vary with the high voltage applied to the transfer
gate, VTRA, and therefore the lag testing was repeated for a range of VTRA. Figure 7 shows the position of the kneepoint shifting to a higher signal level as VTRA is decreased, improving the performance overall. However at VTRA
below 3 V, the transfer efficiency degrades significantly across the signal range. EOL proton irradiation appears to
degrade the lag performance for VTRA above 3 V, and slightly improve the performance at VTRA below 3 V.
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Figure 6. Image lag performance is degraded in the low signal levels at shorter transfer gate pulse durations (τTG) and
also appears to worsen following irradiation. In the higher signal regime above approximately 10000 electrons, the
behavior with τTG reverses, where longer pulses result in worse image lag.

Figure 7. The image lag performance varies significantly with the applied transfer gate voltage (VTRA), including the
position of the knee-point (above which the image lag significantly degrades). Current standard operating voltage is
VTRA = 3.32 V.
As the transfer gate is switched on, a potential gradient is formed encouraging electrons to flow from the photodiode,
across the transfer gate and to the sense node. If the signal packet is large, the potential well at the sense node may be
insufficient to contain all the charge, and some may spill back under the transfer gate. The signal threshold at which this
occurs will be lower with a larger VTRA because the difference between the sense node empty potential and the transfer
gate channel potential will be smaller. Any charge stored in the transfer gate channel may be returned to the photodiode
when the transfer gate is set to its low voltage (0 V), rather than completing its transfer into the output node, explaining
the shifting of the knee-point with VTRA observed.
For current testing, values of VTRA = 3.32 V and τTG = 10 µs have been recommended to achieve optimum lag
performance across the signal range. However, further analysis of the entire instrument performance may indicate that a
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lower setting of VTRA, such as 3.1 V results in improved performance without any detrimental effects in other
characteristics. Other methods of potentially improving the transfer gate performance, such as varying the transfer gate
clock edges, may be investigated with the goal of improving JANUS’ overall instrument performance.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A CMOS APS that has been selected for JANUS has been irradiated to its expected EOL 10 MeV equivalent proton
fluence of 1 × 1010 protons cm-2. The measured dark current spectrum and temperature relationship have demonstrated an
increase in the number of bright pixel defects in the sensor following irradiation, and an overall increase in dark current
across the sensor. However, the results have compared to the DC limit required for good performance in the JANUS
instrument, and the average dark current is suppressed to be comfortably within the limit at the warmest expected
operational temperature (-45˚C). The lag performance has been characterised as a function of signal level and transfer
gate high voltage and duration before irradiation and after the expected EOL proton fluence. Image lag has been shown
to degrade significantly at signal levels above a knee-point, which depends on VTRA, but is better than 2.5% across the
measured range, and better than 1% at signal levels between 1000 electrons and 10000 electrons when using
VTRA = 3.31 V and τTG = 10 µs.
Since this study, device #4-13E has been irradiated a second time at the Proton Irradiation Facility at PSI, to bring its
total fluence up to twice the expected EOL fluence. A full characterisation test is being undertaken on this sensor to
measure any further change in performance. Additionally, as part of the JANUS sensor qualification programme, two
more CIS115s have been irradiated to EOL and twice EOL fluences. These sensors will act as further test vehicles for
investigating any effects observed due to displacement damage.
The Total Ionising Dose (TID) expected for the JANUS sensor is 100 krad(Si) at EOL. CIS115s will undergo testing up
to twice this dose using a Co-60 cell as a gamma irradiation source. The lag performance is expected to be affected [7],
and other changes in performance will be measured. Furthermore, a complete and detailed space qualification process is
planned for the CIS115s, including further proton and gamma testing as well as exposure to heavy ions to study for
single event effects and an electron irradiation to study the combination of TID and displacement damage.
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